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rescue a part of this orally preserved literature, but to
bring its wealth of passion, imagination and expression
into the pool of modern Gujarati literature. Many men
have dedicated themselves to the study of this carani
(bardic) literature, and volumes of it have already been
published,
XVI
Zaverchand Kalidas Meghani (Born 1897) has been a
prominent worker in this field. Himself a poet, he has
dedicated himself to the work of making this literature
available to modern Gujarata in a comprehensible form.
He has published many stories in a series of volumes
entitled Saurnshtrani RasadhUrft, The Poetic Stream of
SaurSshtra. His prose style has absorbed some elements of
the carani style.
Some of his stories testify to the cordial relations
which existed between Hindus and Mussalmans in the
pre-British period. When Haloji, the Rajputa prince of
Ranpur, after successfully resisting the attempts of the
Sultan of Ahmed abad to convert him to Islam, returns home,
his brother's wife does not let him touch water because he
has lived with Muslims. In high dudgeon, he goes back
to the Sultan and accepts Islam. But when Mttssalman
dacoits attempt to rob the Hindus of Ranpur of their cows,
he fights them sword in hand and rescues the sacred cattle.
When he dies, he is canonised as Hala Pir by the Muslims;
but his widow gets the Sultan to grant the land surround-
ing his tomb in charity for grazing cows.
Another story runs thus. The Sumra of Sindh covets the
beautiful daughter of a Jat convert-to Islam. In the fight
which ensues between him and the Jats, over a thousand of
the latter are killed, and the rest seek the aid of the
Paramaras. Hundreds of Mussahnan Jats and the
Rajputa Paramaras lay down their lives side by side for the
honour of a Mussalman maid. On the hill of Mandava,
two men lie mortally wounded, one a Muslim, the
other a Hindu. The Mussalman, in his last moments*
sees his blood flowing out in a stream to mingle with
that pf his Hindu friend. But he is a loyal friend; he

